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Cloud Computing: First International Conference, CloudComp 2009, Munich, Germany, October 19-21, 2009Springer, 2010

	Welcome to the proceedings ofCloudComp 2009.


	Acomputing cloudis more thana collection of computer resources, because it provides
	mechanisms to manage those resources. In a cloud computing platform, software
	is migrating from the desktop to the "clouds," promising users, at any time and
	anywhere, access to their...
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Sams Teach Yourself Shell Programming in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 1999
The vast majority of users utilize the Korn Shell or some variant of the Bourne Shell, such as bash.  Sams Teach Yourself Shell Programming in 24 Hours covers these shells. It begins with a generalized tutorial of Unix and tools and then moves into detailed coverage of shell programming. Sams Teach Yourself Shell Programming in 24...
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Agile Estimating and Planning (Robert C. Martin Series)Prentice Hall, 2005
This book could have been called Estimating and Planning Agile Projects. Instead, it's called Agile Estimating and Planning. The difference may appear subtle, but it's not. The title makes it clear that the estimating and planning processes must themselves be agile. Without agile estimating and planning, we cannot have agile projects....
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Learn Cocoa on the Mac (Learn Series)Apress, 2010
The Cocoa frameworks are some of the most powerful frameworks for creating native desktop applications available on any platform today, and Apple gives them away, along with the Xcode development environment, for free!  However, for a first-time Mac developer, just firing up Xcode and starting to browse the documentation can be a daunting task....
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How to Make People Like You in 90 Seconds or LessWorkman Publishing Company, 2000


	I first discovered the secrets of getting along with

	people during my career as a fashion and advertising

	photographer. Whether it was working with a single

	model for a page in Vogue or 400 people aboard a ship to

	promote a Norwegian cruise line, it was obvious that for

	me photography was more about clicking with people...
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Special Edition Using Microsoft Office 2003Que, 2003
Tired of Office books that read as though Microsoft employees wrote them? Tired of books containing little more than you can pull from the Help system?

If you answered yes to either of these questions, then you owe it to yourself to get a copy of this book. Most books written on Microsoft products simply parrot the information found in...
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Starting Out or Starting Over: Top 10 Tips for Runners: Advice, Injuries, & Support. Plus! Bonus Habit Shaper and Willpower BuilderMountain Morning Press, Ltd., 2021

	THE IDEA FOR THIS BOOK literally came to me in the middle of the night. That creative part of my brain insisted that I get up and make some damn notes. In that sleepy fog, I saw myself crafting this little book along with its siblings – of course, it’s a series! I imagined them like little messengers, offering valuable...
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Linux Recipes for Oracle DBAs (Recipes: a Problem-Solution Approach)Apress, 2008
Linux Recipes for Oracle DBAs is an example–based book on managing Oracle Database in a Linux environment. Covering commonly used distributions such as Red Hat Enterprise Linux and Oracle Enterprise Linux, the book is written for database administrators who need to get work done and lack the luxury of curling up fireside with a...
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Conflicted American LandscapesMIT Press, 2021

	How conflicting ideas of nature threaten to fracture America's identity.

	

	Amber waves of grain, purple mountain majesties: American invest much of their national identity in sites of natural beauty. And yet American lands today are torn by conflicts over science, religion, identity, and politics. Creationists...
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Learn Cocoa on the MacApress, 2013

	The Cocoa frameworks are some of the most powerful for creating native OS X apps available today. However, for a first-time Mac developer, just firing up Xcode 4 and starting to browse the documentation can be a daunting and frustrating task. The Objective-C class reference documentation alone would fill thousands of printed pages, not to...
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The Rough Guide to RomaniaRough Guides, 2011

	The Rough Guide to Romania is the definitive handbook on one of Europe's most fascinating, scenic, and enigmatic countries. The full-color introduction highlights all the "don't miss" sights, from the wilds of the Carpathian mountains to the marvelous Delta wetlands, and references the country's many unique...
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Adobe Dreamweaver CS5 Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2010

	Creative professionals seeking the fastest, easiest, most comprehensive way to learn Adobe Dreamweaver CS5 choose Adobe Dreamweaver CS5 Classroom in a Book from the Adobe Creative Team at Adobe Press.

	

	The 18 project-based lessons in this book show readers step-by-step the key techniques for working in Dreamweaver CS5. Readers...
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